[sic] -a journal of literature, culture and literary translation (Dis) No. 1 -Year 6 12/2015 -LC.10 an incessant production of contradictions, itself simulating "uneven, disproportionate and unharmonious capitalist growth" (Mandel 79). According to Jameson, dialectics and contradiction are indispensable for building a systemic discourse which necessarily includes negativity as a part which enables a position from which the capitalist mode of production emerges in its precarious totality. But it is when Jameson moves to the analysis of Capital itself that this dialectical method opens up the way in which both representation and economy can be thought of together, redefining the specific nature of capitalist reality as "objective illusion." In the first two chapters of the book, Jameson deals with Marx's central problematic, the production of capital. Starting Capital by way of the market and exchange, Marx introduces the opposition between use (UV) and exchange value (EV), whose transfiguration into different oppositions -quantity and quality, production and exchange, constant and variable capital, labor and financial theory of value, substance and relation, space and time, materiality and spirituality, body and soul etc. -will form a central duality underlining the entire scope of Capital . By attempting to solve one deadlock, Marx dialectically transfigures it on another level of representation. While Part I of Capital deals with the critique of a "metaphysical principle of equivalence" in the form of market and money, both mediations that aim to provide a paradoxical form of "collectivity" to capitalism (16), in Part II Marx abandons this issue and sets out to resolve the mystery of surplus value in production. Already at the start of his book, Jameson sets forth his central claim: the crucial part of Capital , the infamous "general law of capitalist accumulation," deals not with work but with non-work , an immense and growing unproductive army of non-laborers brought about by the accumulation of capital itself.
Marx's "dialectic of the unity of prosperity and misery" (Jameson 125) anticipates the crucial critical points of today's globalized capitalist economy whose sole obstacle to infinite enlargement is the possibility of discontinuing the production of its own contradictions. In Chapter III and IV Jameson deals with a paradox between Marx's attempt to provide his readers with the structure of capital while continuously being "haunted by temporality which breaks through decisive moments at the same time that it poses the most vexing problems for Marx" (24). While attempting to grasp capital's origins -by way of primitive accumulation or meeting of owners of labor power and capital -Marx ends up knee-deep "in the embarrassments of philosophies of history" since all these presupposed beginnings "can be false but never true" (Jameson 76). While Jameson argues that these are "necessary starting points in the void without presuppositions" (76), Marx's endeavor Capital' s spatial dimension is treated almost exclusively as a part of the analysis of productionespecially the period after the emergence of machinery, "a climax of Marx's description of capital" and the transformative power it yields over pre-industrial societies -once more asserting that Marx identifies time with "quantity and space … with quality" (Jameson 111), again something that is dropped from further discussion by the end of the chapter. To end his essay-long but creative reading of C apital that can stand on its own with other classical texts in the field -even when many of its ideas, even central ones, are left underdeveloped -Jameson returns to a more obvious problem, the political nature of Capital . Once more overturning classical wisdom, he argues that "the absence of political dimension from Marxism -its radical disjunctions of 'economics' … from politics -is one of its great and original strengths" (Jameson 141). How is it possible that of all works, it is Capital that lacks a political conclusion or even a hint of strategy for left-wing politics?
The answer is in the radical novelty of Marx's Capital after which a "pure" political theory -which Jameson rather narrowly equates with a theory of state constitution -just as a "pure" economic theory, is not possible. The main political effect of Capital is in the representation of "a peculiar machine whose evolution is (dialectically) at one with its breakdown, its expansion at one with its malfunction, its growth with its collapse" (Jameson 142). Rather than showing the system's limits and therefore its vulnerability, what Marx demonstrated is that "the system cannot not expand; if it remains stable it stagnated and dies; it must continue to absorb everything in its path" (Jameson 146).
Representing Capital walks a fine line between an appraisal of the systemic nature of 'cognitive mapping' Marx delivers in Capital's narrative, and valuing the price Marx had to pay for this by laboriously working through the various failures he continued to face. It was precisely this repression and the unresolvable tension underlying Marx's fundamental work -that between structural analysis which breaks down the capitalist machine into its constituent parts and the historical approach which aims to "narratively" rebuild it -that led to the consolidation of not only different but sometimes starkly opposing Marxist schools of thought in the 20th century. Rather than digging itself into the trenches of economism or choosing the path of subjective voluntarism,
Marxism in the 21st century should return to this dialectical promise of Marx's work, regardless of the peril of its possible failure. Capitalism (1991) . As both authors profess, it is one of Jameson's most under-theorized concepts, so much so that he uses it as little more than a specific name for a problem which is "at once political, economic, aesthetic and existential" (Toscano and Kinkle 22). Far from being undermined -indicates a fundamental u nrepresentability , Toscano and Kinkle's call for the philosophical and technical mapping of contemporary capitalism seems to be paradoxical. But it is precisely due to the inability to fully close the representational structure of the capitalist world-system that these attempts can only be aesthetic ; as a starting point they necessarily take the particularity of the subject's own conditions of existence and its relation to the world market. While attempting to dispel the inherent "everyday life actually-existing metaphysics of capitalism" (Toscano and Kinkle 23), cognitive mapping represents thus neither a simple ideological nor a scientific practice, while at the same time being impossible without both. So, how does Jameson's claim that "the study of 'capital itself' is now our true ontology" (4) transform aesthetics and representation, especially in their relation to political action?
Toscano and Kinkle shuffle through contemporary aesthetic practices -everything from contemporary Hollywood and TV shows to the theoretical and artistic work of the likes of Paul Virilio, Alan Sekula, or Harun Farocki -which by transgressing the boundaries between theoretical and artistic or technical and representational, seem to be able to cross the line between detail and panorama in their depiction of the structure of the contemporary economy. Many of these analyzed aesthetic practices of representing capitalism, as the authors themselves underline, are unintentional; rather than being an active attempt at creating "the totality of class relations at global level" (Toscano and Kinkle 12), they are a symptom of capital's move to the real subsumption in which the process of accumulation and circulation becomes indistinguishable from social relation itself. It is as if from time to time capital voluntarily breaks from the anonymity and opaqueness of market circulation only to be drawn into it again, secretly coveting to be considered in all the glory of its horrid effects. But it is only once we move from observing these effects in and of themselves -for Adam Smith we can deduce the underlying process only from observing its something which "comes with urgency" in times of crisis given our "cognitive and political deficit" (33). We are returned to some of the first representations of capitalism as a system, namely that of the classical political economy itself, tables and charts providing snapshots of commodity, money, and labor movement. Since the formalization and mathematization of the economy in the second part of the 20th century and the replacement of physics as its scientific model, economical science has started to move in the direction of microeconomics, in the process becoming willfully ignorant of any kind of critical reflection on the social whole. Of course, this excision of the whole is not exclusive to economy; Toscano and Kinkle attribute this radical change in the point of view of contemporary social sciences to an aesthetic war waged against the concept of totality, leading not to "a shipwreck with the spectator, but a shipwreck of the spectator " (Toscano and Kinkle 40).
Characteristic of this fundamentally epistemological movement is Bruno Latour's actor-network theory (ANT) which, while borrowing its language and concepts heavily from cartography, aims to challenge the perceived predominance of the 'sociology of the social,' comparing his practical metaphysics to a grandiose model of society as a totality, a single basic structure of reality. Toscano and Kinkle follow a host of other authors who have recently become wary of the trend that declares any attempt at viewing totality as at best an ideological error and at worst a conspiratorial construct of a paranoid mind which should lead to institutionalization . While networks are an indispensable tool for grasping the rhizomatic structure of the global market, without the Wallerstein's 'global commodity chains,' the 'non-spaces' of production and circulation, and to the whole "hidden abode" of global circulation epitomized by a ship container, "a dumb, indifferent, interchangeable materialization of capital's abstract circulation" (Toscano and Kinkle 196) . This dense reading and call for 'de-fetishization' of the logistical image, exemplified by the works of Alan Sekula and Harun Farocki, is followed by an analysis of the way in which the rising organic composition of capital in developed countries leads to the representation of 'abstract spaces' devoid of life, suffering the loss of referentiality to past labor. Therefore, the ultimate logistical Just as Jameson's work focuses on the representation of capital, Toscano and Kinkle's work also necessarily leads to questions about political agency in our post-political times. Since for Jameson cognitive mapping is a working concept aimed at delivering theory from the dead-end street of class consciousness, the question which automatically poses itself is who is this collective agency, this "we" behind the activity of cognitive mapping? How can cognitive mapping be transformed from the practice of individual authorship into a constituent part of collective imagination? Toscano Besides a theoretical McGuffin for the analysis of the limits of contemporary political imagination, cognitive mapping is at the same time, and perhaps more crucially, the name of the problem of the ever growing disjunction between knowing and acting. Toscano and Kinkle's analysis thus shifts the attention from the problem of class identity to the promise of knowledge's redemptive role. But the precondition of this kind of analysis is the radical divorce of knowledge from desire as a driving force which makes us want to see capitalism as a system, and ascribing the transgressive role to the truth in the form of the total -albeit unattainable -transparency of the system. Transparency which, perhaps only in retrospect of the failures of the political imagination of the global political left in the last decades, seems to present capitalism's ultimate defense and the firmest obstacle it can put in the path of social change.
